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Finance

Order Listing
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Order Listing 
in excel format

Finance

Post Invoice

Export invoice 
data into excel file

Matched to 
"Unposted Invoice 

Listing"  ?

Finance

Raise Issue

Marketing

Finance to 
provide order 
number for 
Marketing 
verification.

Finance to follow 
up Marketing to 
the task remarked 
as "  completed" .
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Generate "Unposted 
Invoice Listing"

No

To crosscheck:
1. cost center
2. tax code
3. invoice date
4. currency
5. unit price

Yes

To ensure the 
accuracy of 
details before 
post.

Scan & filing to 
the filing 
system.

(CN) For Amazon: 
1.shipping  & promotional rebates
2.subscription fee
3.cost of advertising
4.coupon redemption fee
5.payment reservation checking
6.CN refund status
7. item return
8. item not return (get approval from 

marketing)
For Wayfair:
1.platfrom expenses
2. to check missing part, warranty
3.cancellation items ( check with 

marketing)
4.managed return
Mano-mano:
1.  item return
2. item not return (get approval from 

marketing)
3.advertising
4.subscription
5.  VAT chacking

Payment received

For Amazon, Finance to 
do weekly cash 
withdrawal from e-wallet.

For Wayfair, Finance to 
check payment received 
for payment term 60 
days.

For Mano-Mano, Finance 
to check payment 
received for payment 
term 30 days.

For Cenport, to received 
payment after issue 
invoice.

Generate payment listing

Finance to 
extract details of 
payment 
received from 
e-platform.

Reconciled sales invoice

To verify with 
downloaded  
payment voucher 
to ensure selling 
price is tally.

To update details 
in payment listing 
(excel).

To identify and 
key-in listing of 
platform charges 
accordingly.

Create DN and CN

(DN) For Amazon: 
1.shipping  & promotional 

rebates
2.Amazon fees
For Wayfair:
1. to check missing part, 

warranty
2.cancellation items ( check 

with marketing)
3.managed return,etc

To send 
statetment to 
Cenport after 
offset CN (if any)

Post OR

Scan & filing to 
the filing 
system.

check and ensure 
completeness of 

supporting 
documents
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